high quality water to help protect your equipment, patients and staff
The Modern Marvels Award-Winning Waterline System Got Even Better!

VistaClear™ revolutionized dental waterline treatment by skipping bottles and delivering quality water directly to your instruments from a central location. The redesigned VistaClear™ brings a higher level of performance, lower maintenance cost and sleeker looks.

**FEATURES**

1. **TOTAL CONTROL**
   The VistaClear™ distribution manifold allows you to easily turn the water supply on and off to each operatory — up to 8 operatories per zone.

2. **POWERFUL CLEANING**
   Keep your waterlines fresh with a periodic line cleaning. The patented injection port and proprietary new mixing chamber allows for fast and effective cleaning with no mess to clean up.

3. **SUBMICRON FILTRATION**
   The completely redesigned biofilters use things like submicron filtration and redox potential reactions for unparalleled cleaning power. The new HP biofilter elements are twice as powerful at about half the price!

4. **SMART DESIGN**
   Forget about superficial extras and costly cosmetics! VistaClear™ boasts a simple and cohesive design. From unobstructed controls to user-replaceable filter elements, the VistaClear™ was designed with your efficient office in mind.

**OFFICE DEFENDER**
VistaClear™ features proprietary filter elements that boast submicron-level performance. With such effective filtration and the lack of harmful chemicals, VistaClear™ protects your expensive handpieces and turbines from the wear and tear typical water supplies can inflict. Additionally, your patients will be safer from the bacterial contamination found in most city water supplies and your staff won’t have to handle residual-based cleaners on a daily basis. It’s a real win-win-win for your office.

**CONSERVE STAFF TIME**
Your staff has so many things to do and constantly cleaning and refilling bottles shouldn’t be one of them. VistaClear™ allows for remote installation and complete distribution to dental delivery units throughout the office. No more water to buy and store, no more bottles to fill.

**PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT (AND YOUR WALLET)**
VistaClear™ cares about the environment. While other cleaning options involve the use of electricity, the creation of wastewater and the use of residual chemicals, VistaClear™ simply operates on your city’s water pressure and cleans every drop that passes through it. Furthermore, VistaClear™ operates using natural, green technology in its proprietary filter cartridges. No harmful chemicals here.

**HAVE A SMALLER OFFICE?**
If an office only has a few operatories or plumbers are unable to run waterlines through the floors or ceilings, we recommend our VistaClear™ 1000. It services a single operatory and, while the filter element looks different, it boasts the same technology, similar performance and can be easily mounted in cabinetry near your delivery unit.

**BENEFITS**

**ACCESSORIES**

**VISTACLEAN**
While VistaClear™ filters water to submicron levels and reduces scaling, certain types of deposits can form in waterlines caused by minerals found in city water or from contamination introduced at the delivery unit itself. Naturally derived VistaClean™ helps remove that scaling and contamination and a 1 oz. bottle is included with each VistaClear™ system.

**VISTATAB**
No matter what method is used for treating waterlines, a periodic cleaning with an approved antimicrobial cleaner is important. Vistatab™ is an EPA registered, powerful waterline cleaner tablet that is used to clean and control microbial contamination in dental waterlines and a box is included with every VistaClear™ system.

**VISTABIOFILTER**
The proprietary VistaClear™ biofilters use submicron filtration, redox potential reactions and other biochemical methods to improve water quality and help reduce scaling potential. The new HP biofilter elements are twice as powerful at about half the price!
why VistaClear?

VistaClear™ eliminates the need for independent bottles and is perfect for new office construction, remodels or retrofitting into existing offices. The patented, award-winning system isolates operatories from other water sources for enhanced infection control.

VistaClear™ provides an environmentally sound solution for managing waterline quality since it uses no electricity or chemicals like other products. It even provides built-in backflow prevention technology that is so important to municipalities.

The redesigned VistaClear™ HP is twice as powerful and about half the cost to maintain as before; high performance and a low capital investment.

www.VistaResearchGroup.com/vistaclear

Go online to watch a brief informational video about the VistaClear™ system.